
Cameroon’s political institutions are experiencing an unprecedented U-turn in its 

democratic structure and representation, but for the constitutional council.  This tinny country 

south of the Sahara with an approximate of 15 million inhabitants are witnesses of recent 

unprecedented change from a leader none ever dreamt of. He is Paul B. Mvondo Biya born 

some 80+ years ago by his missionary parents from Equatorial Guinea. Although it is widely 

believed this impoverished son of a catechist was rescued from the Catholic seminary for a 

more luxurious and flamboyant French education; it was fate through the milky hands of late 

president Francois Mitterrand a former Ahidjo protégée that opened his glorious journey into 

political prominence. 

Once a director at the Presidency of Cameroon to La Republique du Cameroun real first 

premier, this diligent, ambitious but egoistic man plotted his way and built into world 

prominence. Behind him was a faithful iron leader and mentor late Irene Biya who helped 

calved out his education and contacts. As Ahidjo’s African liberation attitude gained 

prominence to the dislike of its colonial master France, this new school boy of Francois 

Mitterrand quietly plotted his way to invoke Cameroon’s dormant constitution that would 

take him into the land of promise as Cameroon’s next president. 

Ahidjo’s doctor’s manufactured a terminal cancer disease in a French referral hospital and 

this son of a Northerner who has for 2 decade prided himself as the father of modern day 

Cameroon but the worst enemy of Anglophone Cameroon ceded power to pave the way for 

Paul Biya to be inaugurated as Cameroon’s second president on the 6th November 1982. Just 

2 years into office and with a new vision to change the political landscape in Cameroon, he 

provoked the northerners into an unholy coupe d’état which saw the exile of Ahidjo and the 

elimination of his immediate enemies. This also gave him the opportunity to revisit the 

plebiscite agreement and distorted history by renaming Cameroon to post colonial French 

Cameroun “The Republic of Cameroon”. He had a convincing story to tell, that of national 

integration and to make this more articulated, he constructed a ‘paco vita’ in Bamenda and 

called for a ‘large debate’ for the purpose of reconciliation and balance development. 

With this, he replaced every top servant in the Country’s administration and state para-statal 

corporation with a tribesman or protégée from the Essingen Bulu community. Unfortunately, 

this move was greeted with sounds of “Dimaluba from the foot of mount Fako under a new 

diagnose of divide and rule rooted in an old adept called the ‘came no go syndrome’ against 

the grass highlanders of the North West region name Bamenda. 

When little John Fru Ndi sideline a naïve and child hearted Ben Muna to launch the Social 

Democratic Front at Ntarikon Bamenda, many called for his head but little did they know 

Biya had the answer. He first wanted to weaken Fru Ndi by offering cakes to his confidents 

and this saw the fall outs of likes like Siga Asanga, Ben Muna, Dr Asonganyi, you name 

them. With his political base shattered, Biya sent a son of the soil Nji Fidelis to brokere a deal 

with him and Fru to coincide with the celebration of the arm forces day in Bamenda. It all 

happened and Fru even went to Palais de Etoudi and Biya’s mansion AT Mvo meka during 

the Ebolowa Agric pastoral show. This reminded me because it was at this same event some 

decades ago around March 1984 that Biya in Bameda decided to create a new political Party 

called ‘The Cameroon Peoples Democratic Movement [CPDM]‘ under the disguise that he 

was simply transforming an outdated Union Cameroonaise [CNU] to be more 

accommodating. 
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With Fru Ndi’s genuine understanding that he cannot unseat Biya at Etoudi, he accepted 

second Fidel given his age and he was spotted having a chat with Chantal Biya who was 

proposed a girlfriend for him. This romance grow in taste and texture and this convinced Fru 

Ndi that if he went in for Senate elections, Biya’s rigging machine in the name of ONEAL 

turned ELECAM will spare his Santa constituency. He was wrong as Biya adamant refusal to 

call municipal and legislative elections before that of the senate mean an almost 100 CPDM 

councils spread throughout Cameroon will vote in Biya’s Hench men into the Senate. With 

no certainty of any SDF victory even in its firth of the North West region saw SDF 

councillors trade their votes for CPDM bag of rice and liquor. This meant even Fru lost, this 

time not to become president of Cameroon; but from becoming a senator. Could this be 

classified as a betrayal of trust from the part of Biya? not really because politics in its real 

definition is a game of deceit and lies meant for the smartest and ungodly. 

Biya however, was not only aimed at destroying the SDF to institutionalize himself as 

president for life but he was also ready to track down his enemies within his own political 

party and lineage. First he was offered a broken plane which almost plunged into the Atlantic 

ocean on his way to the USA in what is known today as the Ábatroese. As if that was not 

enough, he flew to Switzerland and faked his own death which stirred up a political stampede 

for who to replace him. Now knowing who his enemies were including his own cousin Jean 

Marie Atangana Mebara, Biya created a special criminal tribunal and open the flood gates at 

the Yaoundé Maximum security prison known as Kondegui. This notorious prison with a 

history of human rights abuse meted on decedents was immediately transformed into a hew 

‘Hilton Hotel’ to accommodate top barons of the regime who have lost face with Biya 

creating a new specie of inmates in the likes of Ex Prime Minister, Ministers, Secretary 

General, Directors and business magnets. Even those who helped Biya create this special 

court have become victims of the same process like the tinny village of Bakingili chieftain 

Ephraim Inoni a former Prime Minister  and the most powerful minister of electioneering and 

decentralization Marafa. 

With everyone behind bars and the threats of the SDF dealt with, Biya in 2013 invited the 

world to Cameroon’s political capital of Yaoundé to come witness Cameroon’s accession into 

democracy. A confident Biya even refused a crisis meeting of his own party and even took a 

short holiday abroad with little worry of his adversaries at the poles. He even instructed 

ELECAM to count the votes at polling station and to arrest even his own party hierarchy if 

caught trying to falsify votes. He Biya was right. He has demolished the opposition in 

Cameroon and he understood Fru was a man of peace and can never take Cameroon to war. 

In a slow but almost perfectly ran election, the CPDM won with a landslide both at the 

municipal and parliamentary levels. They are also in control of the Senate dominated by 

Biya’s appointees given his presidential prerogatives. This means Biya has just redrew the 

political map of Cameroon that will guarantee him his eternal reign as president which spans 

more than 3 decades starting as far back as 4th November 1982. 

What the fragmented opposition should do now is to accept the ‘new order’ and join force to 

empower the economic life of the people of Cameroon through meaningful debates and 

convergence. The new so called ‘members of parliament’ should be reminded as they swear 

allegiance to serve and not to be served and to be true ambassadors and not rougue hand 

clappers in their new mandate as the peoples’ representatives. 

In this light, Cameroonians should also be gracious to John Fru Ndi who has stand the test of 

history and the courage he exhibited against water cannons, bullets and grenades that has 
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paved the way for a ‘peoples’ voice’ even if the SDF is not in power. A sense of appreciation 

should also be shown to Dr. Fonkam Azur who has shown much political maturity in his 

handling of the election processes this far despite threats and intimidation from CPDM 

barons. His records compared to that of Dianne Acha Mofor speaks for itself. The ELECAM 

chief of Nkor Noni is not forgotten. 

Is a new dawn and a new beginning and I hope the Southern Cameroons National Council 

and the Southern Cameroons Youth League may seize this new opportunity to re-ignite its 

consultative strategy as they seek a lasting chance to liberate the people of Southern 

Cameroons. Let their actions be felt on the ground and this can best be done throw basic 

transfer of power to a new breed of young leaders. This is our best chance, our best 

opportunity, our best hope as Biya prepares his epitaph and autobiography after Buea 2013. 

Let history judge our actions. Let us be history makers. 

 


